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...to create change

Coming Together is compiled and
produced by the CACL National
Family Agenda Task Force to
highlight the power of families to
effect change and advance
Inclusion.

together

Chair, CACL National Family Agenda Task Force

As parents we often spend the first
few years of our child’s life adjusting
to and coming to terms with a
diagnosis—what it will mean for us as
a family and how do we move beyond
the labels (and the limitations) that
have been placed upon our child. We
are often swamped by the seemingly
endless medical appointments,
therapies, ongoing efforts to get
access to the needed supports and
services, and the day-to-day demands
of caring for our child. Then our kids
start school and our advocacy takes
off with a roar. As parents we know
that ensuring a full and inclusive
education for our sons and daughters
requires ongoing presence, insistence
and high expectations. As we know, it
can be exhausting.

As young parents, we had our hands
full and to be honest getting our
daughter, Mallory, involved in
recreational activities was the last
thing on our minds. But then I
watched my son begin to spread his
wings. Three years younger than
Mallory, Josh very easily made friends,
played outside for hours with his
peers, got involved in organized
sports—and with each step he took I

began to realize that this was how kids
gain independence and make their
first steps into the big, wide world. I
began to worry that Mallory would
miss out.

And then we had someone knock on
our door (literally) from Parks &
Recreation who wanted to talk with us
about Mallory joining some
departmental programs such as
cooking, craft classes, swimming
lessons, as well as the summer day
camps that were offered in our
community. At first it was
overwhelming when this individual sat
with us and told us that Mallory had
every right to recreational
opportunities just like every child
and that even though she required
support in order to participate, that
this should never be a barrier for her.
That conversation opened my eyes. I
realized that Mallory could (and
should) participate in these activities,
and that she did have something to
offer. And truly, it wasn’t long before
we saw the benefits that Mallory
gained by doing the same things that
other kids did and all the while, Josh
watching his sister being included in
life.

Message from Barb Horner, Chair
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The weekend of February 22nd
was the Lord Baden Powell
Birthday Celebration, which is
the kick off for BP Week — a
celebration of Scouting and
Guiding in Canada. This
celebration marked 104 years of
Guiding in Canada and also
Olivia’s 12th year of Guiding.
Olivia is our daughter who is a
proud Ranger with 16th Water
Edge in Saint John and a new
Activity Leader for her nephew’s
Beaver Troop at Silver Falls
United Church. Guiding is a
program my sister, Danielle,
and I were both involved as
children. My brother Donald
was in Scouting. As a young
woman, I became involved with
cubs through a friend and co-
worker. Olivia has done many
away camps, winter camps, day
adventures, cookie selling,
weekly meetings, canoeing,
kayaking, provincial camps, and
has learned a wide variety of
skills. She has learned more
about herself through Guiding
than any other program to
which she has belonged.

Her adventure into Guiding did
not just start with Sparks but
rather by how she was
socialized from a very young
age. We started her in activities
that we enjoyed. I did Babies in
the Pool when she turned 18
months and then into a variety
of swimming classes
throughout fall and spring
sessions over the next 10 years.
At age 2 she started at the West
Side Co-op. At age 4 she tried
her hand at Kindermusic
working on moving with

rhythms; her first instrument
(two xylophone keys) and
introduction to music theory.
She also tried T-ball with the
Cubs and TimBit soccer. All of
this between occupational
visits, speech therapy, early
intervention programs, work
schedules, family events and oh
yes life. Her involvements in
these activities were ones we
picked for her and most came
with activities we had to do at
home. She became very used to
doing things when we got home
from work or with her very
supportive grandparents.

This was the start of her
exposure to being active but
more importantly it was training
for us as parents. We were not
leaders or coaches but were
there to support her. We
modeled independence
(sometimes not well) by letting
her know she could be part of a
group on her terms but she still
had to be a part of it. We also
had to learn to listen when
issues arose and give input

when it was asked for (again
not always well). Not every
activity did Olivia continue after
each year but she had to
complete what she started.
Olivia met many young people
and their parents. She also met
people who she did not like and
others who did not like her.
Again these lessons were hard
but important for all
of us to learn.

One of the best programs we
put Olivia in was the West Side
Co-op. The Co-op program had
parents and their child attend
one morning a week. There are
many benefits to the program,
one being the adjustment to
become socialized with other
children. It is also where
parents learned how to let the
teacher be the guide for the
toddler through a learning
activity while being a support
as a parent. She continued in
the co-op moving from one
morning, to two mornings with
less parental support in the
classroom until she went three

Olivia’s Dream 
— To Be Famous
By Carol-Ann Haggarty
New Brunswick

Olivia receiving her Bronze Duke of Edinburg award
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mornings a week with parental
support twice a month. The
program worked on Olivia’s
strengths and helped us
prepare for the next step to
school.

When Olivia started school at
St. Patrick’s she wanted to join
school groups but
kindergarteners really did not
have many after school
activities. However, many of the
girls want to do Sparks. So it
began. We camped and enjoyed
outdoor activities as a family.
Olivia loved sleepovers and
camping but also crafts and
games that we did not play at
home. She also really loved that
mom was not allowed to stay.
One hour of freedom. Her
stepsister, Charlotte, was also a
Brownie, which she thought
was very cool. This was
something they could share. It
was nice that they both could
do something similar without
having to be in the same
program. This sharing
continued into cheerleading,
Carlton Community Centre
Saturday programs and summer
programs, and catechism at
Assumption Church. When
Olivia began to swim with
Fundy Special Olympics,
Charlotte began to volunteer.
Olivia attended Hampton Bible
Summer Camp, which was an
incredible program that was
recommended by a family we
met through Special Olympics.

Olivia became involved in her
elementary school through the

PALS program in the after
school and her choir. There was
support in place through this
program and many parents
had met Olivia through other
activities and knew her. They
often became her supports
when we were unavailable. In
middle school at Beaconsfield
she decided to be part of a
noon group to learn signing.
She chose what she wanted to
do. Dances were her absolute
favorite things to do and they
were at night. She would meet a
friend there and dance until I
came to get her. The other
students who knew her became
peer mentors. The teachers had
put in place these supports in
the classroom and it continued
into activities.

Now that she is in high school
she has been part of the
Harbourview High school swim
team, Best Buddies and choir.
High school has been the most
challenging as she is very
independent and the school is
very protective. She also has a
circle of support from other
young people who she has
grown up with and many know
her abilities better than some
professionals. Teenagers have a
natural need to be loyal to
friends sometimes to their
detriment.

Recently, Olivia presently
received her Canada Chord from

Pathfinder, the highest award
that a girl can achieve at that
level and she is also a Bronze
Duke of Edinburg recipient. She
travelled to Vancouver this past
summer to represent New
Brunswick at the National
Special Olympics Summer Games
where she won a gold, silver and
a bronze in swimming. For all of
her accomplishments our role
was a lot of driving, waiting,
listening, being able to put her
on a plane, dropping her off at
camp, letting her pack her own
bags, letting her make her own
mistakes, letting her take
responsibility for her actions and
giving support to the people who
run these programs.

Starting early and getting Olivia
involved in various activities
trained her — and us! It also
showed everyone that Olivia is a
young person who wants to be a
part of her community. We have
been very lucky to find friends,
community members and leaders
who seem to want the same
thing as she did. Olivia’s dream
is “To Be Famous!” She may be
on her way.

Olivia is a person with Down
syndrome and she is also a
member of a blended home on
both sides. Her uncle Donald is a
person who has Cerebral palsy
and is my younger brother.
Exceptionalities are just an
everyday thing in Olivia’s life.
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My daughter, Stephanie, was
born in 1983, a time when some
doctors were still persuading
families to give up their
children. I vowed that I would
not tolerate that attitude and
made a promise to Stephanie
that I would fight for her as long
as I lived. My passion up to
then had been issues affecting
developing countries and it was
a small step to fighting for her
and others like her. And what a
fight it was! I had no idea where
this would lead but I am very
glad I chose this path because
it has made Stephanie an
amazing person today.

When Steph was six, I was told
that something called “respite”
was available. I used it to have
her included in her community
either to swim at the local
recreation center or to have fun
in the community. I have never
used money for “respite” as it
connotes that my family
member is a burden, which is
untrue and very disrespectful to
her in my opinion. I discovered
that our local recreation center
advertised an integration
support organization but when I
enrolled Steph in swimming
lessons or in summer camp, I
discovered that the recreation
center was not funding the
organization. So I persuaded
the recreation center to fund it.
Stephanie is still going to
workouts, weight room,
swimming and other programs
she’s interested in now,
independently.

The recreation centre was my
first experience with advocacy
and it left me feeling badly. I
spoke before the Recreation
Commission comprised of local
mayors and professionals.
They felt that my daughter’s
disability did not call for a
support person although they
were denying her participation
in their programs for that very
reason. They then suggested
that a volunteer would be better
than paying the integrated
support organization but when I
pointed out that a volunteer
would need to be trained in
seizures for others with
disabilities they decided that
they'd rather spend their money
on a new roof! I didn’t feel I’d
made an impact whatsoever
until I was told the following
year that the Commission had
indeed decided to fund the
organization.

Throughout the following
twelve years of advocacy I often
felt vulnerable and alone. I’d
come out of meetings
wondering if I was totally off

Stephanie’s Journey to Inclusion

the wall in my request for
inclusion. I wondered where the
other families were that were
fighting for inclusion. I began to
second-guess myself. I’d spend
hours thinking of rebuttals to
arguments on why the school
system could not include
Stephanie. Sometimes I’d hate
myself because my advocacy
was against my nature (which
was shy and retiring initially).
Throughout it all I had to be
diplomatic and tactful,
characteristics that sometimes
gave them permission to ignore
my advocacy. It almost tore me
apart.

Steph was the first in our
school district to be included in
regular class. How can you deny
a five-year old inclusion in her
neighbourhood school? She
learned to read in grade two
with other typical children and
an amazing teacher, which
proved to me that learning
did not need special education
or a resource room – just a
great teacher. We were in four
districts in three other

By Sandra Phillips
British Columbia

Steph participating in choir (middle)
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provinces during her school
years and in each it took
advocacy for her to be included
in regular classes. In one
district I had to show her and
her assistant the special
education room and ask them
not to step through the door, as
the school did not understand
what inclusion was. In another
district she was initially denied
a regular class placement based
on her visible disability. On a
positive note, she went on a
five-day field trip to Banff
without me while being
included in a choir class in
Saskatchewan, something she
would not have done had she
been in any of the six special
needs classes in that high
school. She was invited back to
Saskatchewan to graduate with
the peers she had gone to
school with for grade 10 and 11.
Her presence actually
persuaded some of her teachers
to request that they have others
from the special classes in their
class!

When Stephanie reached
adulthood she was still
interested in learning and I
discovered that Alberta had
been including students in
universities and colleges for
over twenty years. So, along
with other families, we formed
an organization to include
people, acquired funding from
the Ministry of Advanced
Education and the University of
Victoria was where Steph and
four others went for five years,
auditing courses she was
interested in and getting a
university leaving certificate
along with the one-year cohort
of teachers receiving diplomas:
she navigated the campus
independently and, among
other courses, even did teacher
training practicums; she taught
a dance class how to belly
dance; she played soccer and
volleyball and had a summer
job with one of her professors
teaching volleyball; she also
worked in the summer camps

she used to attend at our local
recreation center – working in
the summers just like any other
university student. She realized
people were impressed with the
fact that she was going to
university and so she told
everyone. She had a valued
role.

Now Stephanie is working in a
health store. She has
individualized funding which
allows her to hire who she likes
and be their employer (another
valued role) and she writes her
own schedule. (My husband
and I do the paperwork). This
enables her to be included in
her community and do the
things she enjoys without
having to go out with a cohort
and do what they want. She
goes on dates occasionally to
pool halls, movies and hockey
games. She takes the ferry with
her boyfriend in the summer
and they go to the waterslides.
She plays mini-golf, sings in a
community choir and goes
bowling. Her self esteem is high
and she is quite independent,
well organized and confident. I
am very proud of what she has
done in her life so far.

Inclusion is extremely important
as it allows the public to accept
our children for who they are.
Such acceptance may protect
our loved ones in our next big
fight regarding doctor- assisted
suicide.

Steph bellydancing at Folk Fest in Victoria
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We are a pretty musical family.
My wife and I each play piano
for our own enjoyment and we
both performed in musical
theatre when we were students.
When we started our family, it
was natural for us to play music
and sing to our children.
Through the years, all of our
children have developed a love
for music, both listening and
performing.

Shortly after moving to North
Bay, we became involved with a
children’s musical theatre
company that put on several
shows each year, with one show
combining adults and children
in a family show, so parents
could perform with their
children. It has been a great
way to be involved in our
children’s extra-curricular lives,
joining with other families who
enjoy music and performance
that we bring to the community.
After our third daughter, Lily,
was born with Down syndrome,
we continued our involvement
in theatre, bringing her along to
performances and rehearsals.
Lily, like her sisters, developed
a keen interest in music and
particularly listening and
singing to soundtracks from
Broadway musicals. Therefore it
was natural that she would also
take to the stage and do theatre.

When Lily became old enough
to join the theatre company
(age 7), it was clear she would
need some modifications in
order for things to work. Lily
has trouble focusing for long
periods of time on one activity,

and she can be distracting for
her peers. She sometimes
pushes or grabs other children.
We arranged to hire a high
school student to stay with her
during play rehearsals to keep
her focused on the activity at
hand and maintain good
interactions with the other
children. It was not always easy,
but Lily got tremendous
excitement out of practicing and
performing with her peers, and
several of them were very
helpful in making her feel part
of the group. In the family
shows, Lily had a part in the
chorus near either a sister,
parent or grandma who would
help keep her on track. Lily
needs one-on-one support in
these kinds of activities, and
high school students looking
for volunteer hours have gained
valuable experience working
with her. The first year, the
student supporting Lily was on
stage with her. She wore a
costume and just looked like
another actor. For the last two

years her support person has
been in the wings. We have
found it helpful to make sure
that Lily is close to the same 1
or 2 other children on stage in
each number so that she can
follow them to make sure she
gets to the right spot.

As well as performing, my wife
has been part of our theatre
company’s board of directors.
With the help of an endowment,
the board was able to set up a
fund to help support children
with special needs, so they can
participate in shows of this kind
with their peers.

There have been many benefits
from Lily’s involvement in these
activities. Lily has made
friends from other schools that
she associates with the play.
She has mastered a series of
routines with the group and
experienced the joy of
performing to an appreciative
and supportive audience. She

A Natural Atmosphere
To Promote Inclusion
By Mary Grise and Chris Mogan 
Ontario

Lily Mogan and the Whos perform in Seussical, Jan. 2015

Continued on page 10
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Community, 
Family, and Friends
By Susan Parker
Ontario

Our son Stuart (a.k.a. Mr. Happy
a.k.a. Studog) although having
an intellectual disability has
never let that stand in his way.
On our part we have always
considered Stuart a gift and a
blessing, never a burden.
Fortunately, my own teaching
background prepared me well
for the challenges all parents
face as well as those that are
unique to our Stuart. We have
always tried to make the most
of his potential by enlisting the
support of family, friends,
school staff and other
organizations like Community
Living. As a result of our positive
outlook and such supports
Stuart has led (in his 34 years)
an inclusive life. From the very
beginning he was integrated
into regular school programs
both in elementary and
secondary school, and this
supported his inclusion for
years to come.

For approximately 20 years
Stuart has been volunteering for
our local Junior A hockey team.
This past fall his efforts were
recognized by the Government
of Canada with a certificate of
appreciation from the House of
Commons. His nickname
'Studog' was a name given to
him many years ago by the team
and to this day it has stuck.
Studog has been an inspiration
for many players over the years.

For a short time Stuart worked
in a local nursing home helping

in the kitchen. This led to them
asking if he would be Santa
Claus at the next Christmas
party and that has over the
years led to him being Santa on
Christmas Day delivering hugs,
cheer and presents for all of the
residents. Anyone who sees
Stuart's smile is infected by his
enthusiasm and good cheer.

Through the support of our local
Community Living, Stuart
speaks on their behalf when the
United Way Campaign begins in
the Fall each year. He delivers
his message to various
corporations and businesses
about their needed support for
programs like literacy and
numeracy. It is wonderful to see

him advocate for himself and
others.

For families with young children
educational inclusion is possible
even if there are no teachers in
the family — the key is to
establish strong and positive
relationships with classroom
teachers by attending parent-
teacher nights and participating
fully in a child's "identification-
placement-review committee"
(IPRC). Upon high school
graduation Stuart applied and
was accepted into the
Communications Program at
Humber College. The program
supported his specific needs
and included inclusion in

Stuart Parker

Continued on page 12
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According to the Oxford
dictionary, “community” means:
a group of people living in the
same place or having a
particular characteristic in
common. Similarly, “Inclusion”
means: being included within a
whole. As we journey through
our life path, we hope that we
find such a community where
we are supported, where we
enjoy shared activities, while
contributing to the growth of
the area in which we work, play,
raise our children and live our
lives. A number of years ago, I
heard a friend of mine say she
was ‘blooming where she was
planted’. I haven’t forgotten
those words; it evokes for me
many images and goals. As a
Mom of two young men, one
with autism, it also inspired me.

Growing up in a military family,
we had the wonderful
opportunity to grow up while
living across Canada. The
chance to have different
educational, recreational and
leisure activities helped to
shape the people we are today.

Married now and living on PEI
we are raising two sons. Joshua
is 22. He has a spirit that makes
you smile. He loves to read,
sing, dance, meet new people,
ride his bike, and play with
pets. He loves to jump in the
ocean waves in the summer and
go sliding in the winter. He is
often found on his computer on
his unending quest for
knowledge. Noah is 12. He is
our gentle soul. Loves to read

books, enjoys riding his bike,
playing Minecraft, and has a
huge collection of Pokémon
cards. Shared activities with
family and friends are
paramount in building
relationships. Local community
theatre plus horse riding are
two activities that help my sons
develop that bond that is
created when people interact in
an inclusive environment.

Joshua was diagnosed in 1996,
at age 4 with autism. As any of
us who are parents, who have
had to sit in that room with the
pediatrician or specialist and
hear those words, I. get. It. It’s
been 18 years, and I still can
recall it like it was yesterday.
We saw our world come to a
halt very quickly and ‘pictures’
of what we had for the future
changed. Those initial early
years saw us busy with a variety
of therapies, appointments,
advocating for his well-being,
and education goals, looking at
ways to expand his social circle,
and finding ways to navigate
this new path we were all on. 

We have tried a number of
different social activities, some
more successful than others.
Like the other young people in
our area he joined the youth
bowling league and this was
the first basis for a natural peer
support group. Friendships
formed with the innocence of
young children are often pure
and lasting. An example of this
was evident in later years when
Joshua joined the mixed

bowling league. Some of those
same friends and other
community people were
members. As he has a ‘unique’
style to his bowling, I was again
prepared to do some work with
the inclusion and acceptance to
this league. It very quickly
became apparent that I didn’t
need to be prepared to do
battle, as he ‘fit in’ fine — they
all started to cheer and clap for
each other as enthusiastically
as Joshua did, and the ‘guys’
would often ask if he wanted to
stay and join them, after their
games, at the local watering
hole.

He has always been interested
in plays, and acting, so again,
we decided to look and see
what our community had that
would be supportive to Joshua.
We found Director Reasha
Walsh, and the Spotlight
Theatre Company. In her words
“In 2010 she took a leap and
founded Spotlight Theatre
Company as a place for people
of all ages and creeds to learn,
perform and have their chance
to shine in the spotlight”.

Joshua auditioned, in 2011, and
secured a spot as Toy Soldier in
“The Nutcracker”. He was
thrilled, did wonderfully, knew
everyone’s lines and even had a
few dance numbers and got to
sing! The other actors there
naturally supported him
throughout his experiences at
Spotlight. As a parent, who
works in the field of disabilities
and “knows’ advocating, I went

A Spirit That Makes You Smile
By Julie Smith
Prince Edward Island



armed with resources, willing to
talk to the students, as there
was a wide age range, prepared
to navigate problems, figure out
what social story I needed to
write, and how this was going
to work for success for Joshua
and the troupe. Not necessary.
Reasha has indeed created a
company and environment of
natural inclusion. Joshua has
made some good friends there,
who quite simply, ‘have his
back’ as you do for a friend.
Katie, his dance partner, and
Jason, fellow soldier, thought
nothing of guiding him through
the steps, taking the time to
learn intricate dance moves at
his pace, would prompt, give
him breaks when he needed it
and quietly reassure.

Katie is currently doing post-
secondary studies and asked if

she could interview Joshua,
before Christmas. In her paper
she shared how “For people
who have disabilities, a strong
support system is extremely
important to developing their
ability to have meaningful
relationships: Be contributing,
active members of the
community, and have a strong
sense of self-worth”. She also
reflects how that is important
for all of us. There has been no
question that Joshua has had a
support system that was
naturally woven into this group.

Spotlight has this year, been
hosting a ‘coffee shop night’
with an open mic and
participation of singing, acting,
poetry reading. Josh will be
singing this coming Friday
night! I know that he will get
the most welcomed response

and cheers that he is looking
for from this crew — what he
lacks in perfect pitch will be
made up for in enthusiasm and
delivery. As a parent, I realize
how valuable that acceptance
is. When we are out in the
community at local events,
because trust me, we don’t
miss many, people are always
pleased to see Joshua and stop
to talk to him. They see him as
a person first. Our communities
are often supportive and
inclusive, given the chance.

A chance conversation on a
plane led to possibly our most
successful recreational activity.
Joining a local gym has proved
to be a huge success. By its
very nature a gym is a
community unto itself made up
of a diverse group of people.
Joshua and I had a number of
discussions with the manager
and personal trainer, Korey, at
the gym before we started. If
this endeavour was to be
successful, I could see his
ability to being a lifelong gym
member, a great opportunity for
Joshua’s independence from us,
increased physical fitness level,
and social opportunities. 
Having success in learning the
‘ropes’ in the gym could, I felt,
only be accomplished by his
learning the routines, rules and
machines, by a trainer. Josh saw
no logic in Korey watching him
work out, and coaching, “if he

Joshua as the Toy Soldier in The Nutcracker
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had to work out, Korey does
too”. So Korey does. There is
always opportunity to
chat with other ‘gym friends’ in
between sets, which satisfies
Joshua’s need to greet
everyone and have a quick chat,
and has given us support
outside the gym, in the larger
community, as we often see
many of the same people in
stores, at the bank, movies,
restaurants, and they in turn are
happy to see him, and say hi,
and want to know what’s going
on. Interactions that are very

has learned to (mostly!) resist
the temptation to stray from
routine at important times, and
make her own unique
contribution to a group
performance. Touching
moments in these activities are
often unscripted: times when
other children, without being
asked, show gentle guidance to
Lily to help her toward the
common goal like a stage
entrance or exit, or a difficult
dance move. And so, she has
awakened in other children an
awareness of someone who is
noticeably different, yet who
also can be part of the success

be part of her life. We
discovered that not only was it
important that Mallory attend
school in an inclusive setting
with her peers, it was equally
important that she have
recreational opportunities in
our community outside of
school in order to have a
presence. Through her
participation in inclusive
recreational activities that
establish a real presence for her
in the community Mallory has
developed friendships and
relationships that continue
today.

A natural atmosphere
to promote inclusion
Continued 

Message From
Barb Horner
Continued 

typical and natural with the
people in your life.

In closing, I think, there are
always going to be issues that
get in the way of participation
and inclusion in our
communities for our family
members. I think a lesson
learned is to be open. Open to
the idea that opportunities are
out there, that we may not have
discovered yet. Open to try
again, when it hasn’t worked
the first time. Open to knowing
that there are people in your

neighborhood, community,
village, next town, who will
embrace your son or daughter
— and that they may very well
surprise you as to who they are.
Open to those conversations
that happen, totally unexpected,
that lead to opportunity not
thought of before. We all want
for our loved ones to grow,
develop new skills, contribute to
community and be safe and
happy. I think it can happen
when we weave those lines of
support around each other and
our loved one.

of practice and performance.
Many children who are drawn to
theatre also feel different in
some way and they find
acceptance in the theatre. It is a
natural atmosphere to promote
inclusion.

For other parents hopeful to
have their children involved in
inclusive community activities, I
would say that regular, positive
communication and pitching in
to help with whatever needs
doing are two effective ways to
help position your child for
success.



As part of the Canadian Association for Community
Living’s Coming Together… to Create Change:
National Family Leadership Series, CACL, in
collaboration with participating Provincial/Territorial
Associations for Community Living, is offering its
Values, Vision and Action Workshop. The Values,
Vision and Action Workshop is a weekend retreat
provided to groups of 20-25 family members.

The workshop is highly interactive, consisting of
individual and panel presentations, small group
sessions, and a variety of informational videos.
Participants will gain a deeper understanding of the
history, values and vision of the community living
movement, the changing perspectives on disability
within our society and the role families can play in
translating this vision into a ‘good life’ for our
family members.

Families’ values, vision, passion and commitment
have inspired and led this movement for over 60
years. The purpose of the leadership series
is to share our values and vision and to provide
resources, support and tools to assist families in
imagining change, pursuing it, connecting for
social change and leading the way to inclusion.

A National Family Leadership Series

Why Participate in the Values,
Vision and Action Workshop?
• To imagine a good life for our family
members and a world where we are
recognized and valued as part of the
diversity of our communities.

• To explore the power of families and
family leadership in changing how society
sees, understands and accepts disability.

• To develop strategies to put our values
and vision into action.

• To build the strength of family-to-family
connections as the foundation of our
grassroots movement for community
living.

“I recommend everyone possible to
attend. This type of workshop is life
changing in a most positive way.”
Workshop Participant, Maple Ridge, BC

Values, Vision and Action Workshop in Your Community

If you have a group of families and are interested in finding out about
having a workshop organized in your community please contact CACL at
inform@cacl.ca or 416-661-9611 ext 227, or your Provincial/Territorial
Association.
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Follow CACL on social media!

regular programs. For 2 years
Stuart took classes in the
culinary program learning new
skills and friends within the
main body of the college. We
often attribute this tremendous
experience with his mantra:
"Now I can do it myself!"

Currently, Mr. Happy volunteers
as a stock person at the local
Food Bank on Tuesday
mornings. He enjoys this very
much and when asked why he
does it, his answer is always the
same: "I make people happy".
Stuart has always loved sports,
and now particularly enjoys
T-ball and bowling, which led
him to the Special Olympics
Ontario Games. His team won a
gold medal. Two years later the
team participated in the
Canadian Special Olympics in
London, Ontario.

Community, Family
and Friends
Continued 

Employment supports from our
local Community Living
Association have been critical to
his success. For a time Stuart
worked at a local car dealership
as a light duty maintenance
worker. He was also one of the
first persons in Canada with an
intellectual disability to work
for Starbucks as a greeter/ light
duty cleaner. Presently Stuart
works at the Commons Coffee
and Catering (www.facebook.
com/commonscoffee) booth, a
non-profit employment project
operating at the Newmarket
Farmers market. Many of the
skills he developed at his other
jobs over the years have helped
him with his new position.

As a family we were always
hopeful that we would have
access to the necessary
resources to support Stuart in
reaching his full potential.

Thirty-four years ago finding any
resources for him was an
exhausting challenge. One of
our best sources turned out to
be in speaking with other
parents/guardians with children
like Stuart, which is still
important to this day. We
frequently call upon our local
Community Living for advice and
resources. Their programs have
helped Stuart with educational,
recreational and life skills
training. Many of these activities
take place in the community.

All of these experiences and
supports would not have been
possible for Stuart a.k.a Mr.
Happy a.k.a Studog without his
community, family, and friends.
He is a very confident, happy,
eager young man. Stuart has
touched many lives over the
years. His smile is genuinely
infectious!


